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Why is Lunar Mare 
Material Distributed the way 

it is? 



Map featuring the difference between the near and far sides of the moon  
image credit: NASA 



Background 
Moon formation : 

Giant Impact Hypothesis: An event, sometimes known as ‘The Big Splash’ or “The 
Theia Impact”,  is most widely accepted among astronomers for the creation of the moon. It 
states that the moon was formed when an object about the size of mars collided with the 
earth. The collision caused debris to gather around the earth in space (possibly in a ring) and 
eventually formed the moon in a speculated 10 year process. Then, from the rapid formation, 
the moon had been in fiery molten state with magma oceans eventually cooling down about 
100 million years later.  

 
Tidal locking: 
A tidally locked orbit is a certain type of orbit in which one side of an object always 

faces the host it’s orbiting based on its rotational and orbital period being synchronous (e.g. 
our moon take as much time to spin on its own axis as it does to orbit the earth, so the near 
side always faces the earth.  
 
 

 

Formation of the moon depicted in the giant impact 
hypothesis. Image Credit: Buzzle.com 



Geology: 
 The moon, like the earth, has a solid core composed of 
iron and nickel. The moon has been geologically dormant for the last 
two million years excluding the formations associated with meteorite 
strikes. These formations include sinuous rilles, domes, lava terraces, 
cinder cones, and dark-haloed craters.  
 The lunar maria are the lowland basins of dark mineral 
deposits from volcanic eruptions. Ancient astronomers believed that 
the dark areas were actual oceans, which led to the name maria- or 
“seas” in latin. There is a 30% mare average on the near side and a 
2% mare average on the far side. 
 

Molecule Percent in mare 
(wt%) 

Percent in highlands 
(wt%) 

SiO2 45.4% 45.5% 

TiO2 3.9% 0.6% 

CaO 11.8% 15.9% 

Al2O2 14.9% 24% 

FeO 14.1% 5.9% 

MgO 9.2% 7.5% 

Na2O .6% .6% 

K2O - - 

Moon composition: 

Table depicting  Anthony L. Turkevich findings of the 
composition of the moon (1973) 



Hypothesis 
 We believe that the contrast in mare distribution between the near and far sides 
of the moon is due to the tidal effects of Earths gravity during its formation. The moon has 
a tidally locked orbit with the earth meaning that one side always faces the earth. During 
the moons creation, Earths gravity pulled the moon’s magma mostly to the near side than 
on the far side. This in turn caused the far side cool quicker and remain thick. The near 
side of the moon would remain active and cool much slower due to the greater quantity of 
magma and heat given off by the young earth as well. 
 
 
 
 



Process & Data Collection 
 To begin, the Mare material’s composition was examined (see table in Background) first. 
The composition of the mare  had the need to be found because the mare is from volcanic activity, and 
we wanted to see how much that material is on the moon. This was important because it may mean that 
indeed the magma from the moon’s molten state was pulled to the near side and have took a much 
longer time to cool down from the the heat of the magma itself and the heat given off by the young 
earth (which was a lot because of the earth’s state back then, and the proximity of the two.)  
 Next, we compiled a list of all the moon’s within the solar system that were also tidally 
locked with their host planet. From the list, we narrowed our selection to one’s near in size and similar 
features. One moon that stood out was Iapetus. Iapetus is 40% of the moon’s size, and has very obvious 
dichotomy. Iapetus, like some other moon’s of the solar system, is mostly composed of ice. The side of 
Iapetus that has its dark color is no different, except that it is losing ice, Martinez, C (2007), from heat 
and relocates to the nearest “cool spot”. In a sense this was like our research question, but thermal 
segregation plays the big part for Iapetus.  
  



Process & Data Collection (Cont’d) 

 Afterwards, we made our own table displaying the force of gravity between the moon, 
earth, the other moons (Ganymede, Europa, Iapetus, and others we looked at) and their host planets. 
The goal of the table was to see the difference in elevation between each moon’s side, which was one 
thing that could’ve been observed based on tidal forces of gravity (namely a greater attraction on the 
nearest side to the host planet) to see if there was a certain skew in elevation in topographic maps. 
Though, we couldn’t find the topographic maps we needed for the other moons except our own moon. 
 Lastly, the topography of the moon indicates that the highlands of the far side of the moon 
has greater elevation than the highlands on the near side. Which at first wasn’t what some of us 
expected, but did make sense since if the far side cooled faster. Although, Why would it be? Could 
there have been a process with the heated magma with material favoring a cooler side like Iapetus?  



Charts & Graphs 

Iapetus’ dichotomy, Image Credit: NASA, 

Planet 
/Moon Mass (kg) 

Distance from host 
planet (km) 

Force of gravity 
(N) 

Earth 5.9736*10^24 

Moon 
(luna) 7.347*10^22 384,400km 1.985*10^14 

Jupiter 1.9*10^27 

Europa 4.8*10^22 670,900km 1.355*10^15 

Ganymede 1.48*10^23 1,070,000km 1.876*10^10 

Callisto 1.08*10^23 1,883,000km 1.369*10^10 

Saturn 5.6846*10^26 

Titan 1.35*10^23 1,221,850km 5.119*10^10 

Iapetus 1.88*10^21 3,561,300km 7.92*10^11 

Force of gravity  between moons and their host planet: 



Image processing done by Fessier, B, and Spudis, P, LPI Maria age map from Hiesinger et al (2000, 2003, 2008, 2010, 
2011) 

Charts & Graphs (Cont’d) 



Conclusion 

In the end, how would the Maria end up how it is? Could the distribution 
be an effect from tidal locking and heat from the nearness of the Moon and 
Earth? Our insight from the information we gathered (Iapetus information and 
Maria age data) tells us that tidal locking and heat would be the factors for the 
mare distribution. Specifically, there could have been a thermal segregation in 
the cooling of the near side and that thermal segregation could have just been 
the release of other chemical compositions that would’ve condensed in a cooler 
area, Messer, E. A. (2014). More research may need to be conducted, but with 
what data we have collected, we feel that our hypothesis was correct. 
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